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ABSTRACT
Personalized recommendation has been proved effective as a content discovery tool for many online news publishers. As fresh news
articles are frequently coming to the system while the old ones are
fading away quickly, building a consistent and coherent feature representation over the ever-changing articles pool is fundamental to
the performance of the recommendation. However, learning a good
feature representation is challenging, especially for some small publishers that have normally fewer than 10,000 articles each year. In
this paper, we consider to transfer knowledge from a larger text corpus. In our proposed solution, an effective article recommendation
engine can be established with a small number of target publisher
articles by transferring knowledge from a large corpus of text with
a different distribution. Specifically, we leverage noise contrastive
estimation techniques to learn the word conditional distribution
given the context words, where the noise conditional distribution is
pre-trained from the large corpus. Our solution has been deployed
in a commercial recommendation service. The large-scale online
A/B testing on two commercial publishers demonstrates up to 9.97%
relative overall performance gain of our proposed model on the
recommendation click-though rate metric over the non-transfer
learning baselines.
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INTRODUCTION

Recommendation has been proved effective in many online news
publishers for promoting relevant content to the end users. Typically, for each article that a user is currently browsing, the recommended articles are listed beside the article for the user’s further
read. A typical example is given in Figure 1. Relevant article recommendation would lift the users’ volume on the online news
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publisher, for example Google News improved its traffic by 38% via
its personalized recommender system [6].
With the recent development of platform as a service (PaaS) business, the recommendation technologies are being used by smaller
publishers in the form of application program interfaces (APIs) by
third-party recommendation services, including companies like
Taboola1 , Outbrain2 and ULU Technologies3 . These services normally receive the publisher recommendation requests with the user
ID (cookies for the web and the hashed device ID for the mobile)
and the context article, and return a list of recommended article
IDs to the publisher. Then the publisher loads the corresponding
titles, abstract and thumbnail of each recommended article along
with the organic content. Such recommendation service enables
the long tail publishers to deploy high-quality recommendation
service with little engineering cost. Thanks to the inter-publisher
volume exchange or ads display via the recommendation panel,
PaaS recommendations has developed quickly during the recent
two years and have served thousands of long tail publishers. It has
been reported that Outbrain serviced over 35,000 websites with over
250 billion recommendations and 15 billion page views per month,
while Taboola reached over 1 billion unique users worldwide, including 250 million mobile users. ULU Technologies, a startup PaaS
content recommender system on which we deploy our algorithms,
has reached more than 320 million unique users and tracks 1.5
billion page views per month over tens of publishers.
In in-house content recommendation systems that only for a
single large publisher, e.g., Google News [6], Yahoo! News [20],
collaborative filtering (CF) is more often employed to leverage rich
user-item interaction data [13, 15]. By contrast, for article recommendation over multiple long tail publishers, the content-based
techniques are more widely used. In the situation where user overlaps across different publishers are hardly observed, collaborative
filtering is likely to suffer from a cold-start problem [21, 43]. Moreover, most news articles stay relevant and attractive only within one
or two days after their publications. The content-based techniques
would help exploit the rich information within the article text by
learning the representation cross articles, making it less dependent
on user behavior data.
However, because a typical PaaS recommender system serves
lots of publishers, many of which are long tail with fewer than
10,000 articles published each year, the text representation learning
on each of them may not be an easy task. Due to the small corpus
of the articles, it is much difficult to train satisfactory article text
1 https://www.taboola.com/
2 http://www.outbrain.com
3 http://www.ulu.ai
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MELBOURNE, Australia — Frankly, I thought a smart court would look
smarter.
I had arrived at the National Tennis Center in Melbourne Park in my tennis
togs for a computer-monitored hitting session at the indoor practice courts
during last month’s Australian Open.
My court was the last one in a row, and it looked at �irst glance like all the
standard courts that preceded it. There were lines, a net and a blue acrylic
surface like those in use at the Open.
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their last in a Grand Slam tournament
�inal, but they have upended conventional wisdom before.
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After Andy Murray and Novak Djokovic
were eliminated in the �irst week at the
Australian Open, Federer and Nadal
bested younger players to reach the
men’s �inal.

Figure 1: An illustration of related article recommendation
scenario we work with.

representation based on either bag-of-words [32] or Word2Vec [24].
Unfortunately, directly applying text representation learned from
other publishers fails to work, because the data distribution of each
publisher, especially the small vertical publisher, is different from
others. Figure 2 shows a standard principal component analysis
(PCA) on article representations from two publishers on high-tech
and finance respectively. The vector representation of same word
(e.g., ‘core’) learned from the corpus of the two publishers are quite
different (in terms of the nearest words). This reveals the fact that
even the same word can have different meaning across publishers,
which is a practical problem for many PaaS recommender systems.
In this paper, we propose a novel text representation method by
knowledge transfer from another large corpus with sufficient text
data [28]. Unlike previous transfer learning solutions [29, 42], we
utilize noise contrastive estimation (NCE) [8] to make the transfer.
NCE is typically used in Word2Vec language model training [24, 25]
for accelerating the learning of softmax-based word conditional
distribution. NCE would help the model learn to figure out the
difference between the data distribution and the noise distribution
[7, 8]. Such a learning scheme can be naturally borrowed to our
case of training Word2Vec-based language model: the noise word
conditional distribution is implemented by the one trained on the

artificial intelligence
law

(b) finance publisher

Figure 2: The 2D PCA of the representation word vectors
learned from the content corpus of two different publishers.
There are 4 words, i.e., ‘core’, ‘storage’, ‘artificial intelligence’
and ‘college’, with their nearest words shown in both subfigures. It is obvious to see that the nearest neighbor words are
highly different, which means the same word’s representations across different publishers are indeed different.

source corpus, based on which we also initialize the word conditional distribution on the target domain. Then the NCE will drive
the target domain model learn to distinguish between the target
next-word conditional distribution and the source one, which makes
the transfer learning. In our Word2Vec experiment, the NCE transfer learning method yields a 73.8% performance improvement on
next-word probability prediction over the non-transfer baselines.
Moreover, based on the NCE transfer learning, the Word2Vec
in the target domain is leveraged to build the article text representation and then used for the content-based article recommender
system. The entire system has been deployed on the commercial
PaaS article recommender system of ULU Technologies. In our 8day online A/B testing on two well-known Chinese publishers, we
observed 9.97% and 8.27% overall performance improvement on
user click-through rate of the recommended articles against the
non-transferred version, respectively.
To sum up, our technical contributions and novelty are twofold:
• We propose a novel content representation transfer learning
scheme based on noise contrastive estimation, which could adaptively learn the difference of the word conditional distributions

between the target and source domains so as to better learn the
target text representation based on the source one. Note that
although NCE is a widely adopted technique in machine learning, to our knowledge, no one has previously leveraged NCE to
perform knowledge transfer from the source domain (i.e. noise
distribution) to the target domain (i.e. the data distribution to
learn).
• Based on the transfer learned content representation, the experimental results of online A/B testing over two well-known
Chinese news publishers demonstrate significant and consistent
improvement of user click-through rate on the recommended
articles than the non-transfer baselines.
In the rest of the paper, we will discuss related work in Section 2. After providing the preliminaries in Section 3, we present
our transfer learning solution in Section 4. We will then introduce
the deployed recommender system in Section 5. The experiments
and the corresponding results will be discussed in Section 6. Finally,
we conclude this paper and discuss some future work in Section 7.
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RELATED WORK

Content-based recommendation is one of the major item recommendation techniques [22, 30]. It refers to recommending an item
to the target user based on the match between the description of
the item and the user’s profile. Generally, the description of an
item is about any of its attributes. For example, the description of a
restaurant could be its name, cuisine type, location, service type,
price level, and a piece of text description etc [30]. The contentbased are unlikely to have a cold-start problem for new items or
users, which is a common shortcoming for collaborative filtering
techniques [13, 15].
Recommendation of textual items, e.g., news articles, research
papers or social posts, is a typical scenario for content-based recommendation, where the item could be described mainly by a piece
of free text [30]. To deal with such unrestricted text, many personalization systems use bag-of-words text representation, which
regards each word (after stemming) as an independent dimension
and calculates some statistics like TFIDF [2] to formulate each piece
of text into a vector. As each piece of text usually involves a small
portion of the whole vocabulary, the vector is highly sparse.
A typical user profile consists of demographic attributes of the
user and the items she has consumed or are consuming (implicit
feedback [14]). For the news article recommendation studied in this
work, the user profile would be the users’ recently read articles and
the current article.
The text recommendation modeling focuses on how to match
the user and text profiles, which depends on the form of text representation. For the bag-of-words text representation, the matching
algorithm would be the cosine similarity between the TFIDF vectors
of the user and text profiles [30]. In advance, learning some latent
structures of both profiles helps make such match more flexible
and learnable, extending to semantic and topic match [20, 26, 41].
The authors in [26] proposed to leverage naive Bayes classifier to
categorize the book content and match it to each candidate book
recommendation slot. Similar to content taxonomy based match,
building tagging systems for articles and users and then matching
them based on tags is flexible and explainable [16, 35]. Furthermore,

latent factor based models such as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
[4] and singular value decomposition (SVD) are introduced to more
adaptively learn the text representation and its interaction with the
user behavior [20, 33].
As an alternative approach to the discrete text representation
of bag-of-words models and the latent factor models built based
on them, neural network models are leveraged to learn distributed
representation [10] of the text, where there is a real valued vector
learned for each word (Word2Vec) [23]. Such word vectors can be
learned via a neural network architecture with a specific loss function, such as the likelihood of word generation in a word sequence
window, namely continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) [23] or skipgram [24]. Based on word distributed representation or Word2Vec,
the neural language model are proposed [3] and the distributed
representation of sentences or articles are further proposed [19].
The advantage of the distributed text representation is that it can
be trained with a deep neural network and thus largely explores
the underlying patterns of the inter-word interaction via the high
capacity of the neural network fed with large amount of data [23].
Typically, noise contrastive estimation (NCE) [8] is adopted for
efficient training of Word2Vec or neural probabilistic language
model with a softmax conditional distribution over the large word
vocabulary. NCE tries to distinguish the data distribution from
a predefined noise distribution, thus bypasses the computational
complexity of directly fitting the data distribution. As studied in
[7, 8], the noise distribution acts as the basis of NCE and highly
influences the quality of the model predicted data distribution.
A significant drawback of the existing work on learning distributed text representation is that it heavily relies on large amount
of data in order to train a useful model. In this paper, we address the
issue by learning a text representation for a small target domain (i.e.,
the small publisher) by knowledge transfer from a source domain
(i.e., the large universal text corpus). In this case, the feature spaces
stay the same for both domains, but the data distributions and predictive functions are different. There are different transfer learning
methods, such as instance selection or reweighting [5], feature selection [11] or feature mapping [27], and model parameter transfer
[31]. In this paper, we adopt a feature transfer learning approach
as it focuses on transferring the data representation knowledge between the two domains considered. Our training scheme is related
to a previous work on user ad click behavior prediction via transfer
learning [38], where the authors used a prior distribution to learn
a logistic regression or factorization machine model, whereas we,
for the first time, use negative contrastive estimation to establish
the link between the target and source domains. Our work is also
closely related to a previous work on Word2Vec domain adaption,
called context vector concatenation (CVC) [37], where the authors
proposed to concatenate the target domain vector of each word
with its fixed vector pre-trained in source domain to encourage
knowledge transfer. Such a straightforward solution might not be
flexible as it directly fixes the “common knowledge” of two domain
data. Also CVC introduces two times of feature vector dimensions
for the word representation, which could be redundant or of high
complexity. By contrast, our NCE transfer learning method learns
the difference between two domain data distributions in a more

flexible way without introducing any higher complexity of feature representations. We will compare our method with [37] in the
experiment.
For the recommendation problem via transfer learning, to our
knowledge, there is only previous work on transfer learning solutions for collaborative filtering-based recommendation [29, 40, 42]
but none for content-based article recommendation via transferring
the content representations, which is the position of this work.
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For each observed pair (wo , w i ), in NCE we sample K noise pairs
(w k , w i )k =1...K from a known noise distribution pn (w k |w i ). The
NCE training objective is to maximize the log-likelihood of correctly
distinguishing the data pair from the K noise pairs
pθ (wo |w i )
pθ (wo |w i ) + Kpn (wo |w i )
K
Õ
Kpn (w k |w i )
+
log
.
pθ (w k |w i ) + Kpn (w k |w i )

Jθ (wo , w i ) = log

PRELIMINARIES

To make our paper self-contained, in this section we briefly discuss
the skip-gram Word2Vec model and the noise contrastive estimation
training scheme before presenting our technical contribution in
Section 4.

3.1

As such, the NCE objective function Jθ (w i ) based on word w i is
Jθ (w i ) =Epd (w o |w i ) [Jθ (wo , w i )]
h
i
pθ (wo |w i )
=Epd (w o |w i ) log
(6)
pθ (wo |w i ) + Kpn (wo |w i )
h
i
Kpn (w n |w i )
+ KEpn (w n |w i ) log
.
pθ (w n |w i ) + Kpn (w n |w i )

Skip-Gram Word2Vec

In a Word2Vec model, a distributed representation of a word is
given as a d-dimensional embedding vector vw ∈ Rd for each word
w, which is learned by training a neural network with task-specific
data and loss function. We define the parameter set θ = {v} of
a Word2Vec model. A widely used Word2Vec model is skip-gram
[24], where given word sequences from a training corpus, the model
maximizes the following log-likelihood estimation (MLE):
T i+c
1Õ Õ
log pθ (wo |w i ),
(1)
θ T
i=1 o=i−c
where c is the context word windows size, and the iterator i goes
over all T possible center words with c-size context word window
in the text corpus of the target publisher. The θ -parameterized
word conditional probability pθ (wo |w i ) is defined by a softmax
distribution over the whole vocabulary W :

Taking the derivative of Jθ (w i ) w.r.t. θ , we have
Õ
Kpn (wo |w i )
∂Jθ (w i )
=
(7)
∂θ
p (w |w ) + Kpn (wo |w i )
w o ∈W θ o i

 ∂ log p (w |w )
θ o i
.
· pd (wo |w i ) − pθ (wo |w i )
∂θ

max

pθ (wo |w i ) = Í

exp(fθ (wo , w i ))
,
exp(fθ (w, w i ))

w ∈W

fθ (wo , w i ) = vw o · vw i ,

∂ J (w ) →
It is proved that in [8] when K → ∞, the gradient ∂θ
θ i
∂
Epd (w o |w i ) [ ∂θ log pθ (wo |w i )], which is the MLE gradient as shown
in Eq. (4) with the data observations. With such a nice property,
NCE has been widely adopted in Word2Vec training [19, 23].

(2)

where the scoring function fθ (wo , w i ) is normally implemented
with vector inner product
(3)

or a multi-layer neural network.
The output is the embedding vector for each word vw , and the
conditional probability pθ (wo |w i ), which indicates how likely the
word wo will occur in the ±c context window of the word w i .

3.2

(5)

k =1

Noise Contrastive Estimation

The training of skip-gram Word2Vec involves the gradient calculation of Eq. (1). For each (wo , w i ) pair, the gradient of a parameter θ
(could be vw o or vw i ) is given as:
h ∂ f (w, w ) i
∂ log pθ (wo |w i ) ∂ fθ (wo , w i )
i
θ
=
− Ew ∼pθ (w |w i )
,
∂θ
∂θ
∂θ
(4)
where the calculation of the second term is expensive due to the
large vocabulary size.
Noise contrastive estimation (NCE) [8] is proposed to accelerate
such a training process by taking an alternative training objective
to approximate the parameter gradient. For each word w i , we observe (wo , w i ) pairs sampled from the data distribution pd (wo |w i ).

4

PROPOSED NCE TRANSFER LEARNING

A critical problem for NCE training of word embedding is that
the number of noise samples K and noise distribution pn (wo |w i )
highly influence NCE training performance [8, 25]. For publishers
who have fewer articles, we propose to learn the word embedding
based on knowledge transfer from another corpus with sufficient
text data. Specifically, we take a large corpus as the source domain
and employ it as the noise distribution in order to jointly learn the
target distribution from the publisher’s articles.
It is worthwhile noticing that the way we employ a source distribution to help the estimation of the target distribution is similar
to the recent minimax game proposed in Generative Adversarial
Nets (GAN) [7], with the difference that the source distribution (the
generator) is fixed. A close look at Eq. (5) reveals that the MLE objective can be regarded as a classifier to distinguish the foreground
word from the noise background (the source distribution), while
the source distribution ‘fools’ the foreground model to improve the
estimation. If the difference between the source and target is too
large (thus the classification becomes too easy), it cannot produce
any substantial gradient signal to train the model pθ (wo |w i ). Thus,
a good choice of the noise distribution in NCE [8] (thus the source
distribution) should be close to the data distribution (the target
distribution).

model pθ (w |wi )
noise pn (w |wi )
data pd (w |wi )

p(wo |wi )

p(data)

(A)
source p(data)
target p(data)

p(data)

(B)

model p(data)
source p(data)
target p(data)

(D)

model p(data)
source p(data)
target p(data)

data

wo ~ pd (wo |wi )

wk ~ pn (wk |wi )

w

p(data)

(C)

Figure 3: An example to show the missing of gradient
∂
∂θ Jθ (w o , w i ) when pd (w |w i ) and pn (w |w i ) are much different
(with little probability density overlap).
To see this further, let us take the derivative of Jθ (wo , w i ) w.r.t.
θ from Eq. (5):
∂ log pθ (wo |w i )
Kpn (wo |w i )
∂Jθ (wo , w i )
=
∂θ
pθ (wo |w i ) + Kpn (wo |w i )
∂θ
K
Õ
∂ log pθ (w k |w i )
pθ (w k |w i )
−
.
pθ (w k |w i ) + Kpn (w k |w i )
∂θ
k=1
(8)
Figure 3 presents an example to explain such a “gradient vanishing” problem from Eq. (8) when the data and noise distributions
are distant. In this example, as a positive word (the word from an
article in the publisher website) is generated from the data distribution: wo ∼ pd (wo |w i ), it typically satisfies pθ (wo |w i ) ≫ pn (wo |w i ).
As such, the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (8) tends to
be zero for a finite K; similarly, as a negative word (the word
from a noise distribution): w n ∼ pn (w |w i ), it normally satisfies
pn (w n |w i ) ≫ pθ (w n |w i ); thus the second term in the right-hand
side of Eq. (8) becomes close to zero too.
This is indeed the same assumption of transfer learning: the
source and target tasks should be related [34]. Specifically, if we
assume ps (wo |w i ) in the source task is to-some-degree related to
pt (wo |w i ) in the target task, then NCE will produce helpful gradient
signal to the learning of pt (wo |w i ) given ps (wo |w i ) as the noise
distribution. The general idea of NCE transfer learning is illustrated
in Figure 4. The noise distribution should be proposed as close to the
data distribution. Although the true data distribution is unknown,
we would leverage any domain knowledge to ‘estimate’ whether the
noise and data distributions are to-some-degree close. Otherwise,
NCE transfer learning will suffer the gradient vanishing problem
as illustrated in Figure 3.
Specifically, given the well-trained word embedding vectors {vs }
on the source domain corpus and the resulted conditional word
distribution
s · vs )
exp(vw
wi
o
ps (wo |w i ) = Í
(9)
s
s ,
w ∈W exp(vw · vw i )
where our goal is to learn good word embedding vectors {vt } for the
words in the target publisher (and then the article representation,
which will be discussed later).
For each skip-gram word pair (wo , w i ) in the target publisher
corpus with w i as the center word, we sample K noise words based
on ps (w k |w i ), i.e., the conditional probability distribution trained

data

model p(data)
source p(data)
target p(data)

p(data)

data

data

Figure 4: An illustration of NCE transfer learning: (A) the
source and target (conditional) data distributions. (B) The
model is initialized with the source data distributions. (C)
The NCE gradient tries to distinguish the source and model
data distributions by feeding the target data. The gradient
is valid where both distributions have the same magnitude
of probability density. (D) The final model data distribution
may still has distance to the target one because of the model
capacity and the target data insufficiency.
on the source domain with a large enough text corpus. Based on
these K + 1 word pairs, we apply the NCE training objective to
maximize
pt (wo |w i )
J (wo , w i ) = log
pt (wo |w i ) + Kps (wo |w i )
K
Õ
Kps (w k |w i )
,
(10)
+
log
pt (w k |w i ) + Kps (w k |w i )
k =1

where the word conditional distribution in the target domain is
similarly defined based on word vectors {vt }
pt (wo |w i ) = Í

t · vt )
exp(vw
wi
o

t · vt )
exp(vw
wi
The overall NCE transfer learning objective is

.

w ∈W

(11)

T i+c
1Õ Õ
J (wo , w i ),
(12)
{vt } T
i=1 o=i−c
where for each training round the iterator i goes over all the possible
center words with c-size context word window in the text corpus
of the target publisher.
Note that NCE transfer learning is practically very fast since the
target domain text corpus is always small in our scenario. For example, each of the two NCE transfer learning tasks in our experiment
takes about 1.5 hours on a server with one NVidia GeForce GTX
1080 GPU, one 12 Intel Core i7-6800K CPU @3.40GHz and 64GB
RAM. Thus the training can be performed several times daily.

max
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DEPLOYED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

The NCE transfer learning discussed in Section 4 is expected to
provide a better Word2Vec than the traditional one without knowledge transfer. Essentially, the new Word2Vec is of identical data
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Target Article
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p t (wo|wi )
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Word
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Article
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k Word
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Intermediate
Data
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Article
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θ : Parameter in current model
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Output: Vneg
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Raw Data
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Dependence
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Figure 5: The architecture of the proposed word embedding
via NCE transfer learning and how it is incorporated in the
whole personalized recommender system.
structure with the old one, which is used in the model pipeline to
build up the whole article recommender system. In this section, we
briefly present the overall of the whole system.
The overall model pipeline of the system is shown in Figure 5,
which can be separated into three parts.
• NCE Word2Vec Transfer: We first train the word vectors using
the skip-gram model. And recall last part, we use a source article
corpus to train the word vectors and ps (wo |w i ) to provide noise
samples in NCE transfer learning to output the word vectors for
the target publisher.
• Article Representation: Then we perform a k-means to get
the word clusters. Each cluster represents a certain set of words
that appear similar to each other in the corpus. Then the article
vector is built based on the word clusters.
• Article Recommendation: Based on the article vectors, for a
user browsing the current article, we rank the candidate articles4 according to the similarity function taking the user profile
(the current article and optionally her historic articles) and the
candidate article as input.

5.1

Algorithm 1 Tensorized NCE with importance sampling

NCE Word2Vec Training

As discussed in Section 4, we propose to use NCE with the conditional word distribution trained on the source article corpus as the
noise distribution to perform the knowledge transfer. Moreover, we
perform an importance sampling to reduce the NCE sampling step
[3]. Algorithm 1 shows how our algorithm works in a tensor form.
The functions used in Algorithm 1 work as the same way of the
functions in TensorFlow (TF) [1]. We first sample some candidates
from baseline vectors by uniform distribution. Then we calculate
each candidate’s softmax nominator value respectively. After that,
we choose each candidate with the probability proportional to its
softmax nominator value, thus produce the negative samples. Since
importance sampling is unbiased, it can be proved that by this way
4 The candidate articles are the ones marked as recommendable by the publisher editors.

we will have a close distribution from the original one [3] (despite
of the variance it may face [25]).

5.2

Word Clustering and Article Vector

For an article recommender system, it is practically important to
model all articles in a unified data representation, i.e. article vectors,
to tackle the problem of different-length articles.
With the NCE trained word vectors, we perform a k-means
clusterings [9] for the whole set of words, with k = 200. k-means
clustering aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which
each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest centroid
(i.e., the mean of the data vectors belonging to the cluster), serving
as a prototype of the cluster. This results in a partitioning of the
data space into Voronoi cells [12]. The number of clusters was
determined in advance according to the vocabulary size of each
corpus and the preliminary recommendation performance.
With each word assigned to a certain cluster Ci and the cluster
set denoted as C, we build up the vector representation xd ∈ Rk for
the article d using these k clusters. Specifically, for each article, we
map all its words into corresponding cluster IDs. Thus the article
is represented by the ‘bag-of-clusters’. The value of each cluster
dimension i of the article vector is calculated as
Õ
xd i =
TFIDF(w)δ (w ∈ Ci ),
(13)
w ∈d

where the TFIDF [2] term weighting is adopted, δ (w ∈ Ci ) is the
delta function that equals to 1 if w ∈ Ci and 0 otherwise.
Note that it is possible to adopt more advanced Paragraph2Vec or
Doc2Vec models [19] to build the vector representation of articles.
In this work we choose not to implement such models because we
focus on scope on knowledge transfer to the target publisher, where
the text corpus is too small to effectively train Word2Vec, let alone
the Doc2Vec.

5.3

Article Recommendation

Given a user’s current reading article vector d 0 , suppose the system
could access the user’s recent reading history D, it is straightforward to score each candidate article d by a similarity function
1 Õ
д(d, d 0 , D) = α cos(xd , xd0 ) + (1 − α)
cos(xd , xd j ), (14)
|D|
d j ∈D

where α is the hyperparameter to balance the two cosine similarity scores. Specifically, we use Elasticsearch5 to index the article
vectors and retrieve the relevant candidate articles efficiently and
5 https://www.elastic.co/

Table 1: Word2Vec source and target datasets.
Test instances
35,308
24,000

Total
13,181,278
117,695
80,000

finally perform the candidate ranking according to д(d, d 0 , D) of
each candidate d.
For specific product, other types of recommendation, e.g., popular new articles, CF based recommendations for warm users, and
some editors’ recommendations, would be deployed to blend the
recommendation list but this is out of the scope of this paper.

6

EXPERIMENTS

The proposed NCE Word2Vec transfer learning program6 has been
deployed on ULU Technologies recommender system, serving tens
of publishers in China and United States. In this section, we present
the experimental results with both offline Word2Vec conditional
log-likelihood performance and the article recommendation click
performance during an 8-day A/B testing on two publishers.
Specifically, these two publishers are well known in China and
United States, one on high-tech and one on finance. For business
concerns, we have to anonymize their names.

6.1

Offline Word2Vec Evaluation

6.1.1 Experimental Setting. Prior to deploying the NCE transferred Word2Vec into the recommendation model pipeline, we perform an offline evaluation on the trained Word2Vec. Two publishers
finance and high-tech are used respectively as the target data, and
the large text corpus crawled from the web is used as the source
data. Each publisher’s dataset is separated into training and test
sets with a 7:3 ratio. Each data instance is a (wo , w i ) pair picked
from the sentences of the publisher’s text corpus. The window size
c = 5. Consider the source text corpus could be biased to influence
the target performance, we try to include all kinds of crawled web
text to make the corpus of high diversity, leading to a 13.2 million
article source corpus with 8.15 trillion word pairs. Table 1 shows
the details of the datasets.
We first use traditional skip-gram Word2Vec to train vectors from
source data denoted as Wb . Then we use Wb as both a baseline and
the noise distribution. Then we use our proposed NCE-Transferred
Word2Vec to perform the transfer learning. It generated the experimental model denoted as We . Then we use two sets of word vectors
and test data set to conduct the offline evaluation, calculating the
average negative log-likelihood (NLL) of the word conditional occurrence − log p(wo |w i ) by each model.
The pre-defined model hyperparameter setting for the whole
experiment are listed: stochastic gradient descent (SGD) learning
rate 0.2, batch size 128, minimum word counting 10, window size
c = 5 and subsampling limit 0.001 in Word2Vec, respectively. Those
values were chosen by preliminary experiments so that we can
focus on main parameter study such as word embedding size and
the models performance. The model was built on Tensorflow (TF)
[1] based on CUDA 7.5.
6 We

publish the NCE Word2Vec transfer learning experiment code at
https://github.com/GuanyuTao/cross-media-word2vec

Figure 6: Offline evaluation results and the performance lift
the NCE-transfer brings on high-tech publisher. Specifically,
the NCE transfer learning is performed after the 3-rd training epoch of Source Original, which has already converged.
Performance on different Negative
Sample Amount

4.63

4.65
4.64

Performance on different
Embedding Dimension

4.62

4.63
4.62

NLL

Training instances
13,181,278
82,387
56,000

NLL

Dataset
Source
high-tech
finance

4.61

4.61
4.60

4.60

4.59

4.59
4.58

16

32

64

100

128

256

Noise Sample Number

(a)

4.58

50

100

200

300

Embedding Dimension

(b)

Figure 7: Hyperparameter study for the model: the NLL performance against the tuned noise sample number and word
embedding dimension.
Table 2: Overall performance comparison.
Model
NCE-Transfer
CVC [37]

Performance (NLL)
4.537
4.661

6.1.2 Performance and Results. Our offline experiment is focused on the evaluation the NLL metric of the conditional word
probabilistic distribution pθ (wo |w i ) based on the trained word vectors. Such a performance indicates the quality of the learned word
representation, which is the fundamental of the subsequent recommendation pipeline.
There has been some work done on applying domain adaptation on a recurrent neural network (RNN) language model [37]. In
Table 2 we compared one of its networks, context vector concatenation (CVC), with our model. It is seen clearly that applying our NCE
transfer directly on word vectors has better performance against
the RNN language model.
Figure 6 presents the NLL performance and the NCE-transfer
performance lift w.r.t. to the training epochs on high-tech while the
results on finance are similar. The NCE transfer learning scheme is
added after the third training epoch on the source data, where the

Table 3: Online A/B testing CTR performance.

Date
02-07
02-08
02-09
02-10
02-11
02-12
02-13
02-14
Overall

high-tech publisher
Normal
NCE Transfer
Vol. (k) CTR Vol. (k) CTR
25.52
2.21%
25.94
2.32%
26.66
2.13%
27.92
2.41%
30.37
2.15%
31.16
2.22%
26.78
1.96%
26.82
1.97%
9.67
2.39%
8.84
2.28%
9.58
2.14%
9.81
2.97%
28.74
2.41%
27.65
2.64%
16.44
3.19%
17.00
3.56%
173.76 2.28% 175.16 2.47%

Online A/B test
Finance Publisher Result

5.0

CTR
Impv.
16.17%
9.70%
17.29%
9.18%
4.57%
8.14%
5.67%
5.11%
9.97%

Finance Normal
Finance NCE-Transfer

4.5

Click Rate / %

Date
02-07
02-08
02-09
02-10
02-11
02-12
02-13
02-14
Overall

finance publisher
Normal
NCE Transfer
Vol. (k) CTR Vol. (k) CTR
198.9
2.66%
200.5
3.09%
217.2
2.99%
217.5
3.28%
175.0
3.99%
177.5
4.68%
166.4
4.14%
167.5
4.52%
86.9
4.16%
87.1
4.35%
110.7
3.07%
113.3
3.32%
168.9
3.35%
163.3
3.54%
148.2
3.52%
151.5
3.70%
1,272.1 3.42% 1,278.3 3.76%

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

02-07

02-08

02-09

02-10

02-11

02-12

02-13

02-14

(a) finance publisher
Online A/B test
High-Tech Publisher Result

noise conditional distribution pn (w n |w i ) is set as the model p.d.f.
pθ (w n |w i ) trained on the source data. We can see the results and
the improvement the NCE-transfer learning brings once deployed,
which indicates the effectiveness of leveraging NCE for Word2Vec
transfer learning: the NLL drops from 4.76 (only target data trained)
to 4.52 (NCE transfer trained), which suggests a 73.8% increased
probability that the model would choose the correct next-word7 .
In addition, the hyperparameter study is shown in Figure 7,
where we track the NLL performance by tuning noise sample number K in Eq. (10) and word embedding size d, respectively. We can
observe that both higher noise sample number K and higher word
embedding dimension d lead to better NLL performance, which
is consistent with the NCE gradient approximation to MLE gradient when K → ∞. However, picking large K and d will lower
the efficiency of the NCE training. The empirical optimal K and
d depends on the tradeoff between the performance requirement
and the system configuration. We set K = 100 and d = 200 to train
Word2Vec and its NCE transfer learning, and output the produced
word vectors to the recommender system model pipeline for further
steps.

6.2

Online A/B Testing

6.2.1 Experimental Setting. The NCE transferred Word2Vec has
been deployed into ULU Technologies recommender system. Via
offering recommendation services APIs, the system processes over
30 million recommendation requests daily. To compare the recommendation results of the model pipelines with and without the
NCE transferred Word2Vec, we conducted an 8-day A/B testing
over finance and high-tech publishers from Feb. 7 2017 to Feb.
7 Caclulated

by (10−4.52 − 10−4.76 )/10−4.76 = 73.8%.

3.5

Click Rate / %

CTR
Impv.
4.98%
13.15%
3.26%
0.51%
-4.60%
38.79%
9.54%
11.61%
8.27%

High-Tech Normal
High-Tech NCE-Transfer

3.0

2.5

2.0
02-07

02-08

02-09

02-10

02-11

02-12

02-13

02-14

(b) high-tech Publisher

Figure 8: Online A/B test of CTR performance over 8 days.

14 2017. For each publisher, we randomly allocate each user’s
cookie into the tested recommendation bucket with NCE transferred Word2Vec with 50% probability and the control bucket with
traditional Word2Vec8 . For industrial platforms, by comparing the
user click-through rate (CTR) by the tested and control systems, we
can check whether the proposed NCE-transferred recommendation
really works in practice. We choose not to use the learning-torank performance metrics (e.g. NDCG or MAP [39]) because the
recommendation panel may not be in a list format.
The allocated ULU recommender service for A/B testing is deployed on a three-node clusters on Aliyun Elastic Compute Service.
Each server is in CentOS 7.2 with 2 cores CPU and 16GB RAM.
Tomcat is used for API and Nginx is used for load balance.
6.2.2 A/B Testing Results. Table 3 shows the detailed results
of each day, including the recommendation request volume, the
CTR performance of the normal recommendation and the NCE
transferred recommendation. Figure 8 illustrates the CTR changes
during the 8-day A/B test. It is observed that (i) NCE transferred
recommendation offers an overall higher CTR performance on both
publishers, with 9.97% and 8.27% improvement respectively. (ii) On
finance publisher, NCE transferred recommendation consistently
yields higher CTR than the traditional baseline over all the 8 days.
(iii) On high-tech publisher, the CTR improvement is more fluctuant, which could be as high as 38.79% improvement (on Feb. 12)
and as lower as -4.60% (on Feb. 11). This would be caused by the
low volume of the publisher. (iv) The CTR on two publishers are
in the range of 2-4%, which is relatively low compared with some
8 For

recommendation quality concern of the commercial platform, we choose not to
compare some simple baselines, such as random recommendation.

previous reported figures on other platforms [6, 17]. The reason is
that the recommendation slots are at the bottom of the webpage,
which would be missed by users. The finance publisher conducted
their first-hand investigation and demonstrated that based on the
volume user scrolling down to the recommendation slots, our recommendation achieves a 16.2% CTR performance.
In sum, the online A/B testing results indicate that the proposed
NCE-transfer training scheme for Word2Vec is promising for improving the performance of article recommendation on small publishers with insufficient text data.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a PaaS content recommender system based on word embedding representation learning. To address
the problem of content data sparsity on long tail publishers, we
propose a transfer learning scheme that initializes the Word2Vec of
a target publisher with the one trained from a large source corpus,
and then leverages noise contrastive estimation to learn to diverge
from the initialized word embeddings by feeding the target publisher content data. In the offline word representation evaluation,
we observed a significantly higher log-likelihood of next-word prediction based on the NCE transferred word embeddings than the
traditional ones, which indicates a 73.8% increased probability that
the model would choose the next word correctly. More importantly,
in the 8-day online A/B testing stage, the recommender system
based on the NCE transferred word embeddings shows 9.97% and
8.27% CTR improvement on two publishers respectively, which
indicates the practical effectiveness of the proposed transfer learning scheme. From the engineering perspective, the proposed NCE
transfer learning scheme is easy to be deployed and debug-friendly,
which makes it potential to be adopted in various intelligent systems
based on text representation, such as the named entity recognition
[18] and entity relation classification [36], which is our planned
future research work. Also we plan to consider the anchor information of the web pages to assign different importance to the text in
difference web fields (e.g. higher importance for title words).
Acknowledgement The SJTU team is financially supported by
NSFC (61632017) and Shanghai Sailing Program (17YF1428200).
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